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This short note, and this issue of the Publications, are dedicated to six Ser-
bian mathematicians who were awarded Ph. D. degrees in mathematics in the 19�

century. Of course, no attempt has been made to trace the �rst Serbian doctor
of mathematics. It would be diÆcult enough to try and �nd the �rst doctor of
mathematics in any particular nation, but Serbian history is so complex that such
a task would be virtually impossible.

The Serbs already had a clear sense of their nationality in the 14 th century1,
but the Turkish invasion and the fall of the Serbian Empire halted their natural
development so drastically that until the beginning of the 19 th century all the
various Serbian territories remained under foreign occupation, and the people were
subjected to an unrelenting programme of denationalization2. For that reason we
cannot for instance safely speak about the nationality of Rudjer Bo�skovi�c (1711{
1787), the greatest Yugoslav (South Slav) mathematician3.

The questions of national survival was the immediate concern of the day and,
needless to say, scholarship and research did not ourish. In search of knowledge
many talented people left their homes and made their careers all over Europe where
they became assimilated by other cultures.

Although certain Serbian territories gained their independence de facto much
earlier, the Berlin Congress in 1878 recognized de jure the existence of two inde-
pendent, Serbian states: Serbia and Montenegro4, and soon after that, exactly a

1This is, by European standards considered to be very early.
2This programme can roughly be characterized by the following (i) encouraging or imposing

a foreign religion (Roman Catholic in the lands occupied by Austria or Venice, or Islam in the
lands occupied by Turkey); (ii) putting an equality sign between Serbian and Orthodox; (iii) hence,
the \logical conclusion" that people who are not Orthodox by faith cannot possibly be Serbian.

3In the Soviet dictionaryBiografiqeski� slovar~ de�tele� v oblasti matemati-
ki,Kiev 1979, both Bo�skovi�c and Getaldi�c are classi�ed as Serbo-Croats!

4Still, more than half of the Serbian population remained under Austrian and Turkish
occupation until the end of the First World War, and the formation of Yugoslavia.
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hundred years ago, the �rst Serb (in the modern sense of the word) received a Ph.
D. in mathematics.

Dimitrije Dani�c (Dimitrije Dani�, 1862{1932) submitted on 10 th
March 1885 his paper Conforme Abbildung des elliptischen Paraboloids auf die

Ebene to the Faculty of Philosophy at the University of Jena (now in East Ger-
many). Johannes Thomae, mathematician and the Dean of the Faculty during
1884/85 commented favourably on Dani�c's text and allowed him to take oral ex-
aminations. On 17 th March 1885 Dani�c passed examinations in mathematics (ex-
amined by Thomae), analytical mechanics and physics (examined by Sohnke). As
a result he was awarded his Ph. D. degree; the diploma is dated 12 th March 18855.
The thesis was published in Belgrade, but since it was written in German, Dani�c
also used a germanized version of his name. Dani�c later became a professor of
mathematics at the Military Academy in Belgrade, and wrote a number of very
good textbooks which remained in use for a long period of time.

Bogdan Gavrilovi�c (Bogdan Gavrilovi�, 1864{1947) received his Ph.
D. on 11 th June 1887 at the University of Budapest. In order to obtain the degree
he passed examinations in mathematics (on 5 th June 1886, examined by G. Kondor

and �A. Scholtz), astronomy (on 8 th June 1887, examined by G. Kondor) and
experimental physics (on 8 th June 1887, examined by L. E�otv�os and A. Scholtz)6.
His thesis entitled Az egy�ert�ek�u analytikus f�uggv�enyek el�o�allit�asair�ol (Construction

5These informations were obtained from Dr. V. Wahl, Universit�atsarchiv, Jena.
6These informations were obtained from Dr. L. Sz�ogi, Archives, Faculty of Sciences,

Budapest.
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of one-valued analytic functions) was also published in Budapest. Immediately after
that he began his university career at Belgrade. He was for a time Rector of the
University and also a member (and president) of the Serbian Academy of Sciences.
Among other things he published a few research papers mainly on complex analysis
and linear algebra and also a very good textbook on determinants.

Vladimir Vari�cak (Vladimir Vari�ak, 1865{1942) was awarded a Ph.
D. in mathematics in 1891 by the University of Zagreb for his thesis Teorija no�zi�snih

krivulja (Theory of pedal curves). All his life we worked at the University of Zagreb
(professor from 1902 until 1936) and played a key role in the development of mathe-
matics in Croatia. He published important papers on noneuclidean geometries and
the relativity theory.

-Dor -de Petkovi�c (�orÆe Petkovi�) received his Ph. D. on 17 th Decem-
ber 1893 at the University of Vienna. He was examined by G. v. Escherich and
L. Gegenbauer (mathematics), F. Exner (physics) and R. Zimmermann and Th.
Vogt (philosophy). The text of his thesis was later (1897) published in Belgrade
under the title Abel-ova teorema dokazana algebarski i pomo�u Riemann-ove
teorije funkcija (Abel's theorem proved algebraically and by Riemann's theory
of functions). He worked as a mathematics master at secondary schools in Belgrade
but other facts relevant to his career are not known to the present author.

Mihailo Petrovi�c (Mihailo Petrovi�, 1868{1943) is probably the best
known Serbian mathematician. He got his Ph. D. in June 1894 at the Universi-
ty of Paris where he defended his thesis Sur les z�eros et les in�nis des int�egrales
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des �equations di��erentielles alg�ebriques before some of the most eminent mathe-
maticians of that time: Ch. Hermite, �E. Picard and P. Painlev�e. The thesis was
published in Paris and some of Petrovi�c's results immediately found their place
in Picard's classic Trait�e d'Analyse. Petrovi�c was a professor of mathematics at
the University of Belgrade until he retired in 1938, he was a member of the Ser-
bian Academy of Sciences and during his lifetime he published over 250 papers in
various journals all over the world. It can safely be said that the development of
mathematics in Serbia was largely due to him.

Petar Vuki�cevi�c (Petar Vuki�evi�, 1862{19??) was awarded his Ph.
D. on 29 th September 1894 by the University of Berlin, where he was examined
by E. Ladwig, E. Wendt and G. Wallenberg. His dissertation Die Invarianten der

Linearen Homogenen Di�erential-gleichungen nter Ordnung was published in

Berlin and the results he obtained were soon quoted in the monograph Handbuch

der Theorie der Linearen Di�erentialgleichungen by L. Schlesinger. Vuki�cevi�c later
wrote a few textbooks for secondary schools, but never embarked upon a university
career.

The purpose of this note was not to analyse the above-mentioned theses, nor
to discuss their mathematical signi�cance7. Nevertheless, they are important for
the cultural history of the Serbian people, and as such they should be remembered.

7However, a quick glance shows that at least Petrovi�c's and Vuki�cevi�c's theses must have
been highly interesting at the time they were written.


